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By accompanying our needs, our daily objects interact and produce panoramas testifying to a perfor-
mance and a collective history taking place continuously in our living environments. The materials and 
invoices animated by our gestures produce performative installations borrowed from heritage, aesthetic 
influences and potential for infinite connections.

Just as Archeology paints a portrait of a society through the remains of everyday or religious objects, the 
spaces we create testify to the diversity of formal typologies of our aesthetic attractions and our practical 
needs. By representing this ambiguous status between a useful form and a cultural form, I seek to set 
up projects containing a potential shift between different states. Oscillating between the usable applied 
art object and the representation of potential gestures related to a living environment. This status of 
represented applied art object will shift an installation in space towards another discipline close to the 
trace of performance.
The pieces, installations and performances offered seek to link materials, invoices and production 
gestures inherited from historical and cultural technical know-how, by making them work as a whole.

By going to meet different disciplines, the question of the object opens up to explore our links with the 
forms that surround us. Containing a strong anthropological dimension, the questions raised are linked 
to contemporary societal, political and economic contexts, the expression of a temporality.
Our objects are the witnesses of our civilization, we are connected to them by forms that contain the 
rituals and fundamental concepts of our societies. I like the idea that design and art share a common 
ancient and prehistoric history and that what we produce today is a direct witness to what pre-existed 
before us and will be tomorrow. It is this point that leads me to explore techniques, codes, gestures, 
typologies and different disciplines in order to paint a portrait of our interests, our questions and contem-
porary activities.
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